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Interactive Data Visualization for the WebO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Create and publish your own interactive data visualization projects on the Web—even if you have little or no experience with data visualization or web development. It’s easy and fun with this practical, hands-on introduction. Author Scott Murray teaches you the fundamental concepts and methods of D3, a JavaScript library...
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Foundation Web Design: Essential HTML, JavaScript, CSS, Photoshop, Fireworks, and FlashFriends of Ed, 2003

	Want to create a top-level website from scratch, but dont know where to start? Well, youve got a choice: buy this book, or buy ten others...


	Creating a website in today's environment is no longer a question of knowing about one piece of software, or one technology. To achieve the best results, you need broad knowledge on a...
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HTML 4 Bible (with CD-ROM)John Wiley & Sons, 2000
If HTML 4 can do it, you can do it too...
   If the new edition of this comprehensive one-stop guide, author Bryan Pfaffenberger and Bill Karow offer step-by-step guidance on building state-of-the-art Web pages with the newest HTML release, 4.01. From an HTML "Quick Start" to expert advice on Cascading Style Sheets,...
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Visualization in Mathematics, Reading and Science Education (Models and Modeling in Science Education)Springer, 2010

	Visualizations—either self-created or external visual stimuli used as an aid to learning—are probably as old as learning itself. Yet surprisingly little research has been done either into how precisely they help us learn, or how to produce ones that are effective pedagogical tools. This volume, a comprehensive review of theory and...
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Build Your Own Website The Right Way Using HTML & CSS: Start Building Websites Like a Pro!SitePoint Pty Ltd, 2011

	
		With over 60,000 copies sold since its first edition, this SitePoint best-seller has just had a fresh update to include recent advances in the web industry.

	
		With the first two editions coming highly recommended by established, leading web designers and developers, the third edition with all its extra goodies will...
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Catalyst 5.8: the Perl MVC FrameworkPackt Publishing, 2010

	Many web applications are implemented in a way that makes developing them difficult and repetitive. Catalyst is an open source Perl-based Model-View-Controller framework that aims to solve this problem by reorganizing your web application to design and implement it in a natural, maintainable, and testable manner, making web development fun,...
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Fancy Form DesignSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2009
Forms' - is there any other word that strikes as much fear into the hearts of web designers?  Not any more ...
 
 Fancy Form Design is a practical hands-on, full color book that follows the process of creating visually stunning yet usable web forms, from start to end. The book covers all design elements from planning the form's...
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Foundation Adobe Edge Animate: for HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript DevelopmentFriends of Ed, 2012

	Foundation Adobe Edge Animate is a project-oriented book that will walk you through the features of Edge Animate - Adobe's exciting new motion and interaction tool for web standards development. Edge Animate is an application that allows web designers and developers to make full use of many of the features of CSS3,...
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How to Do Everything with HTML & XHTMLMcGraw-Hill, 2003
This step-by-step resource takes the fear and mystery out of using markup languages HTML and XHTML to build Web sites—it will help you through the process with friendly and familiar terms and techniques. You’ll cover all the basics, learn to add links, images, and data, and move on to advanced techniques such as animation, image...
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Adobe Captivate 4: The Definitive GuideJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2009

	Adobe Captivate 4: The Definitive Guide, the follow-up to Wordware s popular Adobe Captivate 3: The Definitive Guide, steps you through all the procedures needed to create Flash movies based on any software on your desktop. You ll learn how to create Flash movies, edit individual screens, add and edit sound, even add interactivity (with or...
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Computational Intelligence and Pattern Analysis in Biology Informatics (Wiley Series in Bioinformatics)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	An invaluable tool in Bioinformatics, this unique volume providesboth theoretical and experimental results, and describes basicprinciples of computational intelligence and pattern analysis whiledeepening the reader's understanding of the ways in which theseprinciples can be used for analyzing biological data in anefficient manner.
...
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Macromedia Flash MX Advanced for Windows and Macintosh Visual QuickPro GuidePeachpit Press, 2002
Ready to take your Flash knowledge to the next level? Then Macromedia Flash MX Advanced for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickPro Guide is your ticket. Designed for professionals like yourself-users who have mastered the basics of Flash but need help with the advanced animation techniques and ActionScripting--this guide is a must-have for graphic...
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